4. **Special Commission**  
Value: $800  
This original and professionally framed artwork was especially commissioned from local artist Steve Smock for this year’s Whirl!  
Minimum Bid: $300  
Increment: $50  
Donor: Steve Smock  

5. **Amethyst & Diamond Necklace**  
Value: $1,200  
A basket of delicious local products from Monk’s Bread, Evening Star Coffee, Once Again Nut Butter and more!  
Minimum Bid: $120  
Increment: $10  
Donors: Jonathan Chase & Melissa Aller, Once Again Nut Butter  

6. **Family Outdoor Fun**  
Value: $258  
A Season Pass to Zoo membership, four tickets to the Rochester Red Wings, two SeaBreeze passes, and lunch at Tom Wahl’s!  
Minimum Bid: $120  
Increment: $10  
Donors: Tom Wahl  

15. **Simplicity**  
Value: $260  
A limited edition illustrated quote from Rossetrof’s founder.  
Minimum Bid: $130  
Increment: $10  
Donor: Laura Wilder Artwork  

16. **A Year of Dates**  
Value: $1,123  
You’ll cruise the Canal, eat at local restaurants, visit museums, go shopping, for coffee, on a picnic, and get an overnight staycation.  
Minimum Bid: $50  
Increment: $50  
Donors: Raivines Wine Cellars, Bristol, Swan Ski Resort, Colonial Belle, RIT Inn, Reelbich’s, Memorial Art Gallery, G. Holcombe, Cornium Museum of Glass, Two for Seven Group, Leaf & Bean  

20. **Soup Bowls**  
Value: $270  
One large serving bowl and four smaller bowls by our potter!  
Minimum Bid: $135  
Increment: $20  
Donors: Mark & Lynn Kohler, Dado Boutique  

23. **Shaker Sewing Basket**  
Value: $350  
This early 20th century Shaker sewing carrier from Sabbathday Lake Shaker Village has an intact silk lining and accoutrements.  
Minimum Bid: $175  
Increment: $20  
Donors: Katydid Ceramics  

24. **Trio of Handpainted Necklaces**  
Value: $275  
This set of 18” necklaces have square handpainted pendants.  
Minimum Bid: $35  
Increment: $10  
Donors: Peter & Sandy Whalen  

25. **Rose Quartz Necklace & Earrings**  
Value: $380  
You’ll get a 50% discount and access to anything you need to start growing! Plus access to workshops and upset herbs and flowers.  
Minimum Bid: $175  
Increment: $20  
Donors: Homesteads for Hope  

30. **Get Your Head in the Game**  
Value: $350  
See the Knightwhacks, visit the National Hall of Fame, ski at Bristol Mountain, get a Sabres puck and Bandits team photo.  
Minimum Bid: $210  
Increment: $20  
Donors: Rochester Knightwhacks, Bristol Mountain Ski Resort, National Baseball Hall of Fame, Buffalo Sabres, Buffalo Bandits  

32. **Wisteria Flowers & Gifts**  
Value: $300  
Wisteria offers flowers & gifts with every purchase of local, seasonal products.  
Minimum Bid: $50  
Increment: $50  
Donor: Wisteria Flowers & Gifts  

46. **Falconry Experience**  
Value: $800  
A one hour experience for four adults to fly birds of prey with our falconer.  
Minimum Bid: $400  
Increment: $50  
Donor: Tom Rowe  

48. **Silk & Vegetable Arrangement**  
Value: $150  
A beautiful silk arrangement at CG&V&M.  
Minimum Bid: $50  
Increment: $10  
Donors: Adrienne, Stuart’s Spices, CG&V&M, Liz Lyness, American Heritage Chocolate  

50. **Sunshine Chair**  
Value: $980  
A beautifully designed and made piece by Michael Wirkusky.  
Minimum Bid: $480  
Increment: $50  
Donor: RIT Shop One  

51. **Harvest Basket**  
Value: $230  
A gorgeous basket of fresh, local goods from Hurd Orchards.  
Minimum Bid: $50  
Increment: $10  
Donor: Hurd Orchards  

52. **A Night Out in Rochester**  
Value: $900  
See the RPO, see a show, eat out, and do so in style with $520 to Adrian Jules clothier, a new handbag, and Beekman 1802 products.  
Minimum Bid: $450  
Increment: $20  
Donors: Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, Adrian Jules, Restaurant Good Luck Eatery, Beekman 1802  

53. **MacKenzie-Childs Pumpkins**  
Value: $226  
Small and mini handpainted Foliage Pumpkins.  
Minimum Bid: $113  
Increment: $10  
Donor: Parkleigh  

54. **Play at the Country Club of Rochester**  
Value: $500  
Enjoy a round at the prestigious Country Club of Rochester for three – the donor will make a foursome.  
Minimum Bid: $375  
Increment: $50  
Donors: Justin & Bethany Stevens  

55. **For the Brewmaster**  
Value: $500  
Enjoy VIP access at the Country Club of Rochester to sample beer from all the donors below!  
Minimum Bid: $225  
Increment: $20  
Donors: Talking Cursive, Jeremiah’s Tavern, FIFCO, CG&V&M, Young Lion Brewing, ROC Brewing, Abandon Brewing, 3 Heads  

56. **Olivia Day: Night Earrings**  
Value: $1,000  
Eight unique pairs of earrings including one pair of Sheetal Rieti’s gold and diamond earrings.  
Minimum Bid: $500  
Increment: $50  
Donors: Larkspur & Hawk  

57. **Group Fun!**  
Value: $1,175  
Four experiences for groups of four! See the Americana, take a cooking class, hear an RTS concert, and go digging for fossils.  
Minimum Bid: $580  
Increment: $50  
Donors: Rochester Americana, NY Kitchen, Penn Dixie Fossil Park & Nature Reserve, Rochester Oratorio Society
58. Ramon Santiago "Little Dancer" Print  Value: $125
Local artist known for his surreal style. Framed 23" x 29". Minimum Bid: $60 Bid Increment: $10
Donor: Peter Villa

59. 2023 Watkins Glen Grand Prix Value: $150
Two VIP credentials and a full weekend of access to one of the largest U.S. vintage car races. 2023 event will be in September. Minimum Bid: $100 Bid Increment: $10
Donor: John & Amy Gondine

60. For the Outdoorsperson Value: $215
You’ll get a new 5’ x 7’ tent (two-person), gift certificates, some gardening supplies, and a ride in a helicopter from GCVMC. Minimum Bid: $100 Bid Increment: $20 Donors: GCVMC, Runners, Maier Paint & Hardware, Aven Flor World

61. T. White (#27) Autographed Football Value: $150
Minimum Bid: $75 Bid Increment: $10
Donor: Buffalo Bills

62. Black Button Distillery Value: $360
Not only the ingredients for a great boozy root beer float, but also a private tour & tasting experience for up to 10 people. Minimum Bid: $25 Bid Increment: $20 Donors: Black Button Distillery, Patty & Como’s Utara

63. 19th Century Birth Certificate Value: $225
Popular style for 19th century/birth/baptism certificates – the colorful illustrations are framed to a size of 20.5" x 24". Minimum Bid: $110 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Grant Holcomb

64. Gifts Galore Value: $570
We’ve curated the gift basket of all gift baskets, so you don’t have to. Gift cards, candles, wine, art, jewelry, and much more! Minimum Bid: $285 Bid Increment: $20 Donors: Bronze, G & Wes & Ace, Sweeney, Two for Seven Group, Oliver’s Candles, Stuart’s Spices, Creative by Diana, Spot Coffee, Rock Paper Scissors Salon, P. Wehle

65. A Well-Dressed Man and His Scotch Value: $650

67. Set of Shaker Boxes Value: $230
Three handmade nesting Shaker boxes in cherry wood. Minimum Bid: $135 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Patricia Wehle

68. Private Frank Lloyd Wright Tour Value: $500
Take a sunset tour for six of Wright’s Graycliff estate in Derby. Minimum Bid: $250 Bid Increment: $20 Donors: Genesee Valley Hunt Races, Runnings, Tastefully Simple

69. Plein Air Painting of Foster House Value: $595
Painted onsite just last week by a local artist and gallery owner. Minimum Bid: $250 Bid Increment: $20 Donors: Bill White, The Village Gallery & Studio

70. Private GCVM Cooking Class Value: $400
Local ‘masterclass’ techniques of home harvesting and healthy cooking in your group of six, while making a delicious meal to enjoy. Minimum Bid: $200 Bid Increment: $20 Donor: Mark & Lynn Kuller

71. Handblown Glass Perfume Bottle Value: $800
Unique 10” glass perfume bottle by Carlson Glassworks. Minimum Bid: $205 Bid Increment: $50 Donor: RIT Shop One

72. Come to the Countryside Value: $750
Go shopping, have lunch, take home local art, get in a round of golf, and stay overnight at the lovely Glen Grand Prix Inn. Minimum Bid: $375 Bid Increment: $20 Donors: Genesee Country Inn, Giggling Pig, Sweet Betty’s, Gigi’s Country Gifts, Terry Hills, OSP, Creative by Diana

73. Hand-Forged Knife Set Value: $350
An incredible hand-forged carving and paring knife set. Minimum Bid: $175 Bid Increment: $20 Donor: Ben Spangler

74. Freshly-Baked Bread Value: $45
Baked fresh today in our historic Whistlestop Kitchen, an apple cake, pumpkin bread, and Chelsea Buns (surrounded!). Minimum Bid: $20 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: GCVMC

75. Niagara Family Fun Value: $230
Get four tickets to the Maid of the Mist, plus a membership to the Niagara Aquarium and swag, including a penguin painting! Minimum Bid: $20 Bid Increment: $10 Donors: Niagara Aquarium, Maid of the Mist

76. Niagara-on-the-Lake Getaway Value: $800
Get an $800 CAD gift certificate to Vintage hotels, spas, and restaurants plus a $200 CAD voucher for The Shaw Festival. Minimum Bid: $400 Bid Increment: $50 Donors: Phil & Anne Wehrlein

77. Buffalo Family Fun Value: $130
Get four tickets to the Buffalo Museum of Science and a family membership to Penn Dixie Distiller Project & Nature Reserve! Minimum Bid: $65 Bid Increment: $10 Donors: Buffalo Science Museum, Penn Dixie Distiller Project & Nature Reserve

78. Hands of Lincoln Value: $150
Handwritten 1904 E. Stedman poem framed (13’ x 21”) with a photograph of the metal casts of Abe Lincoln’s face and hands. Minimum Bid: $115 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Ron Maguire

81. Handmade Table Value: $150
Beautiful side table made out of an antique Singer sewing machine with decoupaged top surface. 28"L, 21"W, 15"H. Minimum Bid: $75 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Rex Minter

82. A Piece of Genesec History Value: $125
Shinny sterling silver “Emmeline” bear pendant for a Diamond Maren Jeweler original, designed by their goldsmith. Minimum Bid: $60 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: David Maren Jeweler

83. Town Hall in Winter Value: $695
With a breathtaking view. Framed size: 16x24”. Minimum Bid: $30 Bid Increment: $50 Donor: Dave Hauser

84. GCV&M Coopering Experience Value: $205
Spend two days working in costume alongside our talented coopers, completing a project of your choice to take home. Minimum Bid: $100 Bid Increment: $50 Donors: Jerry Walter & Diane Bills

85. For the Artist Value: $275
This handmade leather-bound journal with natural paper is perfect for the artist or writer in your circle. Size: 13" x 18". Minimum Bid: $100 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Arena’s

86. Support Local Farms! Value: $105
Get a maplethemed basket of products from Cartwright’s, and a $50 gift certificate to Hidden Springs Farm Market! Minimum Bid: $50 Bid Increment: $50 Donor: Cartwright’s Maple Tree Inn, Hidden Springs Farm

87. Lunar Eclipse Metal Print Value: $175
This metal print on metal was made by Avon-based photographer Larry Tetamore. Measurements 19” by 16”. Minimum Bid: $85 Bid Increment: $50 Donor: Tetamore Photography

88. Original Floral Watercolor Value: $45
A very delicate and ink original, matted and framed, by local artist Jane Mint. Measurements 12" by 15". Minimum Bid: $20 Bid Increment: $20 Donor: Jane Munt

89. Summer Camp at GCVM & Meteorology Camp Value: $280
Give a special young camper a week of Summer Camp! Includes lunch options, daily Camp Bus from Rochester, and more. Minimum Bid: $140 Bid Increment: $10 Donors: Tom & Nani Hildebrandt

90. "Summer" Statue Value: $600
From Cast Stone Studio in NC, this statue is in copper and rust and depicts a statue in copper and rust. Minimum Bid: $50 Bid Increment: $50 Donors: Jonathan Chase & Melissa Aller

91. Private Brewing Experience Value: $500
Two people on a tour of our historic Whistlestop Kitchen, an apple cake, pumpkin bread, and Chelsea Buns (surrounded!). Minimum Bid: $250 Bid Increment: $20 Donor: Susan van der Stricht

92. Set of Four Full Sweater Pins Value: $100
Donor: Mike Murtens Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Creative by Diana

93. Glass Stallion Bowl (8" diameter) Value: $200
Minimum Bid: $50 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Patricia Wehle

94. "Trees in Winter" Value: $75
A local photographer’s breathtaking view. Framed size: 16x24” Minimum Bid: $30 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Dick Thomas Photography

95. "Cinnamon Flower" Necklace Value: $80
This handmade necklace is mined gem stones, crystal, and brass. Minimum Bid: $40 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Serendipitous Works

96. Josh Allen NFT Value: $100
Digital asset to own on the DraftKings Platform. Minimum Bid: $50 Bid Increment: $10 Donors: Jerry Joyle

97. Experience Rochester Culture Value: $860
Four Geva tickets, two Landmark Society tours and a membership, to a membership, the Eastman Museum, and lunch for two and 18 holes of golf at the Country Club of Rochester. Minimum Bid: $150 Bid Increment: $50 Donor: Geva Theatre, Eastman Museum, Terry Butwid & Bill Shaw, The Landmark Society of WNY

98. Tree Hydrangea & Planting Value: $475
The delivery and planting of a Limelit tree hydrangea. Minimum Bid: $25 Bid Increment: $20 Donor: Fulbright Tree & Landscape

99. Row Mason’s “Grease Flying” & Tour Value: $300
10. Frank Benson’s “Cold Sunset” & Tour Value: $285

101. Gold, Gold, Gold! Value: $500

102. Set of Handpainted Pumpkins Value: $70
One large pumpkin and three small, all handpainted. Minimum Bid: $35 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Creative by Diana

103. Set of Coopered Buckets Value: $150
Two buckets made by GCVMC’s cooper! Diameter: 9”. Minimum Bid: $75 Bid Increment: $10 Donors: Jerry Walter & Diane Bills

104. Wood Vase (5” diameter) Value: $50
Minimum Bid: $25 Bid Increment: $10 Donor: Patricia Wehle

105. Relied Sculpture of Lincoln Value: $200